
Toyota’s Land Cruiser…they don’t call it the Land 
Bruiser for nothing!  

Though that tag largely refers to the big 100/200, the 
70-series makes a similar dent on most surfaces too. With 
BILSTEIN, that grip on terra firma becomes even more 
assured, turning it into a Land Conqueror!  

We’ve added a Raise Your Game kit which will bolt straight 
into a 76 or 79, so that means single cab, double cab and 
wagon. Straight off you get 40mm more ride height but 
thanks to the quality of our B8 shocks – which are 
serviceable by the way – uncompromised handling.   

Add in a BILSTEIN steering damper (below) as well and 
you'll have a 4x4 that feels way better than you’d expect!  
The best news is that because the design and layout has 
remained unchanged for 40 years, it’ll fit cars going back  
to the 1980s!  
 
Yours sincerely,  
The Marketing Team 
BILSTEIN South Africa 
www.facebook.com/ 
shockgurus/

Bilstein gas pressure shock absorbers are available from Goldwagen 
and Imcomex stores country-wide.  
E-mail info@bilstein.co.za or phone BILSTEIN South Africa on 012 748 3800.  
For Imcomex phone 012 661 0110 or visit www.Imcomex.co.za
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BILSTEIN’S motorsport history is a long 
and impressive one – think of a category 
of motorsport and the boys in blue and 
yellow have done it and won it.  

This year they’re backing a team in 
the World Rallycross Championship, and 
things got off to a great start in the 
opening round, held at the Yas Marina 
circuit in Abu Dhabi on April 6/7. The 
distinctive Renault Meganes were 
certainly in the thick of the action as 
you’ll see from this footage: 
https://www.facebook.com/search/top/
?q=wrx%20fia%20world%20rallycross&e
pa=SEARCH_BOX 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Did you hear the good news? The 
Toyota 86/Subaru BRZ partnership will 
continue into the next generation putting 
to bed persistent rumours that it’ll 
disappear. With the new Supra a reality, 
the 86 (probably with a flat-four Scooby 
Boxer engine again), will remain as a 
more affordable entry-point to the world 
of sporty, rear-wheel-drive Toyotas! 

In the meantime, we can offer owners 
of the current 86 (and the mechanically- 
identical Subaru BRZ) a choice of B12, 
B14 and B16 suspension, taking the 
agile coupe’s handling and roadholding 
to an ever-higher level! For details, 
contact our Toyota brand manager, 
Marco Pinho on info@bilstein.co.za 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Tech Focus   
How does air suspension work?  
Find out here: 
https://www.bilstein.com/int/en/airspring/

Nampo Is always “Groot” and this year we’re going bigger than ever. In fact, 
we’re going 100 square metre big….  

Specials? There’ll be plenty of those…Raise Your Game lift kit specials, specials on 
BILSTEIN shocks and lots of eye candy. There’ll be plenty to do on the giant stand (200 
square metres in total) that we’ll be sharing with Goldwagen.  

Visitors will be able to learn more about all our BILSTEIN products, shop via a bank of 
computer terminals or have some fun on our driving simulator. Save the date: May 14 until 
17 with the gates opening at 7 am and closing at 5 pm.

 

More than a farmer’s market

Even we have been caught a little unawares by the popularity of the Raise Your 
Game range but in retrospect it isn’t surprising: it hits a sweet spot of cost, quality 
and performance.  

Also, we have deliberately kept the ride height modest, which means front driveshaft 
angle and articulation remains within OE specification. 

To make your life easier we’ve created a handy table, with part numbers and current retail 
pricing. They are available (some to order rather than off the shelf) from the network of over 
100 Goldwagen stores but also directly from BILSTEIN South Africa. Tell us what you need 
by sending a mail to info@bilstein.co.za 

 

First there was one,  
then two, then a flood! 
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MODEL                                            PART #                              PRICE 
Ford Ranger T6                                     72509                                  R13 055.00 
Isuzu KB/D-Max                                     20150                                  R11 965.00 
Nissan Navara                                      80274                                  R14 495.00 
Toyota Hilux GD-6                                  80257                                  R15 095.00 
Toyota Hilux D4-D                                  80254                                  R14 650.00 
Toyota Fortuner D-4D                            80264                                  R14 650.00 
Toyota Fortuner GD-6                            80264                                  R14 650.00 
Toyota Land Cruiser 70 Series               80 263                                 R14 650.00 
VW Amarok V6                                      80312                                  R14 465.00 
VW Amarok 4-cyl                                   80308                                  R14 465.00



New products  
While they’re trickling in as a result of 
exceptional global demand, we now 
finally have access to BILSTEIN B6 
off-road shock absorbers for 
Mercedes-Benz X-class and Nissan 
Navara (which as you no doubt know, 
share their mechanical underpinnings). 
While we can’t promise that we’ll be 
able to supply overnight, we will be 
able to supply… 

The process of identifying 
marketplace wants and needs is 
ongoing at BILSTEIN South Africa,  
and we’re pleased to confirm that 
we’re increasing our range of products 
for the iconic Jeep brand. That means 
Wrangler Limited and Unlimited, 
Cherokee, Grand Cherokee and 
Renegade.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 

Know Your Status 
Do you have doubts about the condition 
of your shocks, or are you just curious? 
Get an accurate indication of their 
condition in just a few minutes on our 
Mobile Shock Tester, which is currently 
being checked over and serviced up 
after a busy weekend at Goldwagen 
Princess Park in Roodepoort. Its next 
stops are: 
• Goldwagen Middelburg; 27 April 
• Goldwagen Randburg, 25 May 

Claims are merely that – claims - without the facts to back them up. That’s why 
the Nurburgring and BILSTEIN have been “partners” for decades: the empirical 
reality which comes testing here is undeniable.  

But there is an element of subjectivity which comes into it too and drivers who are able 
to give reliable feedback are invaluable. Here, one of them talks you around the circuit and 
gives insights into shock behaviour at various points:  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lqrA9jI4HEg 

 

Walk The Talk

The late Tony Viana remains one of South Africa’s favourite motorsport heroes, 
and he played a key role in BMW’s track successes of the 1980s and 1990s.  

Most of his old cars are regulars on the historic racing scene and are maintained by 
BMW specialists, Evolution 2 Motorsport. The company is a big BILSTEIN user and fittingly, 
the ex-Viana BMW 745i in the picture was fitted with a set of the famous yellow shocks 
from the outset – and they’re still providing the damping!  

Current owner Paolo Cavalieri will be taking the car to the UK at the beginning of July, to 
take part in the famous Goodwood Festival of Speed.  

 

In Closing 
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